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Summary. In order to enhance primary enrolment rates, many African countries have
launched large teacher recruitment programmes in recent years. Given tight budgetary
constraints, teachers are no longer employed in civil service positions, but on the basis
of (fixed-term) contracts typically implying considerably lower salaries and a sharply
reduced amount of professional training.
In this paper we analyse the impact of this change on educational quality in Niger,
Togo, and Mali, based on very informative data, comparable across these countries.
We use a variety of estimation techniques, including a nonparametric estimation of
quantile treatment effects. Our results demonstrate that contract teachers tend to
reduce inequalities in student outcomes. Overall, effects are positive in Mali, somewhat
mixed in Togo and negative in Niger. This ordering is consistent with theoretical
expectations related to the manner in which contract teacher programmes were
implemented differently in each of the three countries under study.
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1. Introduction
With a rapidly increasing youth population and swift increases in the proportion of
children attending school, many developing countries are facing serious difficulties
recruiting and financing qualified teachers. In response, many African countries have
been experimenting with alternative teacher training and recruitment programmes,
employing “contract teachers” instead of traditional civil servants. These new teachers
are usually hired on fixed-term contracts with shorter training and lower remuneration.
Similarly, contract teachers have also been employed in Latin America and South Asia
(for an overview, see Duthilleul 2005). Despite the widespread introduction of contract
teacher programmes in many countries, from the mid-1990s onwards, a detailed
microeconometric evaluation concerning the effects of this policy change has not yet
been conducted.
In this paper, we analyse the effect of the reform process on student achievement in
three francophone sub-Saharan African countries - Mali, Niger, and Togo. To this end,
we employ methods from the treatment evaluation literature. The three countries
under examination show many social, economic, and cultural similarities and all
introduced contract teacher programmes to cope with similar problems. However the
way these programmes have been implemented, and also the characteristics of the
actual contracts used, vary considerably.
Earlier studies of individual African countries have produced divergent results. This
suggests that specific characteristics may determine the success or failure of these
programmes. This calls for a direct country-comparison using comparable data and a
uniform estimation approach. It is the objective of this paper to provide this comparison.
In addition, this paper attempts to improve upon the estimation techniques used in
earlier studies. In a first step, we estimate average treatment effects and compare the
results of conventional regression analysis with the results of different instrumental
variable approaches, and with the results using non-parametric estimation techniques.
In a second step, we proceed by estimating quantile treatment effects. Nonparametric
estimations avoid functional form assumptions. This feature is advantageous for
current purposes, and produces detailed information on the effect of contract teachers
on different segments of the student population.
This paper is strongly related to the literature on teacher incentives and working
conditions. This literature covers performance pay, teacher monitoring, and monitoring
by local communities. In addition, the impact of teacher quality and its relation to
2

academic and professional qualifications has recently received increased attention.
For a review of this literature with a focus on developing countries, see Glewwe and
Kremer (2006) or Wößmann (2005).
This paper is also linked to an ongoing policy debate in many African countries. The
introduction of contract teacher programmes often implies reduced pre-service training
and lower salaries for new teachers. Stakeholders in the education system fear that
these cuts will result in diminished education quality. This paper analyses to what
extent these fears are justified, and provides evidence on which forms of contracts (or
which types of programme implementation) exacerbate or mitigate potential problems.
Section 2 provides background information on the implementation of contract teacher
programmes. Section 3 discusses the data set. Section 4 explains the estimation
approach, and Section 5 presents the results. Section 6 provides conclusions and
recommendations for education policy.

2. Teacher incentives, teacher contracts, and working conditions
This section provides background information on contract teacher programmes (for
more details, see Bourdon, Frölich and Michaelowa 2007). In most countries, teachers
are employed as civil servants. Exceptions include supply teachers, or teachers on
probation. The broad-based introduction of contract teacher schemes in sub-Saharan
Africa around the turn of the century breaks with this tradition. While contract teachers
exist in other parts of the world, and were also introduced much earlier in many African
countries, this occurred only on a limited scale and on the initiative of parents and local
communities. In order to enhance the public supply of primary education while
simultaneously coping with high population growth and tight budget constraints,
contract teacher programmes were introduced rapidly in many countries. In the early
years of the new century – the reference period for the empirical analysis that follows
– contract teachers already constituted a sizeable share of the total teaching
population (for current shares, see Table 1).
The contract teacher programme was introduced in Niger in 1998. From 1998 onwards,
no new civil servants, but only contract teachers were employed in the teaching
profession at the primary education level. Further, for many years prior to the
programme’s introduction, funding had been insufficient to train and recruit teachers
according to earlier rules and regulations – including salaries amounting to almost 10
times GDP per capita (UNESCO-UIS 2006, p. 87).It was therefore necessary for newly
3

engaged contract teachers to close the existing gaps (see the recent publication from
the Programme on the Analysis of Education Systems, PASEC 2005).In the year 2000,
contract teachers made up the majority of the primary teacher population. Indeed the
long-term maintenance of teacher salaries far above market rates effectively paved the
way for radical change in teacher employment policies at the moment the traditional
system collapsed. Unsustainable salary levels triggered the contract teacher reform
and created a situation in which contract teachers earn only one third of those in the
civil service.
In Mali and Togo, changes were somewhat more moderate than in Niger and also
began slightly earlier. In both countries, reform was initially driven by local communities
who engaged (private) contract teachers in response to the failure of the state to
provide the required staff. It should also be noted that, while the policy shift towards
the employment of contract teachers was certainly less abrupt than in Niger, the salary
differential was much greater. This is particularly the case in Mali, where community
teacher salaries amount to only 15% of traditional teacher salaries.
In Togo, from the mid 1990s onwards, many community schools were formally
recognised. In consequence, the government began financing community school
teachers as contract teachers from the central budget and also recruiting public
contract teachers for other schools (World Bank 2002).
Table 1 synthesises the aforementioned characteristics, and shows Mali, Niger, and
Togo in their regional context. The table demonstrates that the engagement of contract
teachers has indeed become a wide spread phenomenon throughout the region.
Table 1 further illustrates that contract conditions in terms of remuneration, and also in
terms of the authorities responsible for contract conditions and monitoring (public or
private), vary considerably across countries. Privately employed contract teachers
earn much lower salaries than traditional teachers in all countries, and often much less
even when compared to new public contract teachers. In addition, privately engaged
contract teachers do not only face the potential challenge of a fixed-term contract,
which may or may not be renewed. These teachers must also expect much closer
monitoring by parents in the local community who (directly or indirectly) finance their
post.
Further cross-country differences in contract teacher programmes exist with respect to
entry requirements in terms of educational attainment and professional training.
Typically, professional training has been considerably reduced from several years in
4

specialised teacher training institutes to a few months, or even weeks. Training is
provided by diverse institutions or under the supervision of senior teachers who provide
training ‘on-the-job.’ In Mali and Niger, pre-service training requirements were reduced
to 3 months and 45 days respectively, while in Togo, contract teachers do not
necessarily receive any professional training at all. Cross-country differences are less
relevant with respect to the level of educational attainment required to enter the
teaching profession. In Mali and, to some extent, in Togo, upper secondary education
is required as a minimum, while lower secondary attainment is sufficient in Niger in
addition to the successful completion of an entrance exam.

Table 1: Distribution and remuneration of primary teachers according to their
employment status
Breakdown by employment status (%)
Country

Civil servants

Wages relative to GDP per capita

Contract teachers
public1

Civil servants

private2

Total

Full

Contract teachers

Assistants3

public1

private2

Benin (2005)

54,7

16,4

29,0

5,2

5,7

3,9

2,1

1,1

Burkina Faso (2002)

64,1

23,6

12,2

5,8

7,1

5,1

5,6

2,2

Cameroon (2002)

34,9

20,4

44,7

5,3

5,7

4,1

1,4

0,8

Chad (2003)
Congo, Rep. of
(2005)4
Guinea (2003)

38,4

17,2

44,4

7,4

8,2

6,0

1,7

0,4

55,0

14,0

31,0

2,8

2,9

2,62

1,3

na

30,9

38,9

30,1

3,4

3,5

2,7

1,9

1,2

Ivory Coast (2001)

87,3

0,0

12,7

4,8

5,0

3,0

-

-

Madagascar (2003)

46,1

0,0

53,9

4,4

-

-

-

1,0

Mali (2004)

35,7

34,7

29,6

7,5

-

-

4,8

1,0

Niger (2003)

46,0

50,2

3,8

8,9

10,5

8,0

3,5

-

Senegal (2003)

43,6

41,5

15,0

5,7

6,2

4,9

2,6

na

Togo (2001)
Average
(12 countries)

35,0

30,5

34,6

6,4

7,8

5,4

3,3

1,3

47,6

24,0

28,4

5,6

6,2

4,5

2,8

1

Public: under contract with public authorities
Private: engaged by and/or under contract with parents or local communities. This does not always
correspond to the local terminology. In Togo, for instance, community teachers tend to be classified
officially as “public” while the term “private” refers exclusively to expensive and well equipped schools
run by other external providers such as the church.
3
Assistants are public employees engaged as a support of full teachers.
4
In Congo, salaries are calculated relative to GDP in 2003 in order to avoid the artificial effect of the
change in petroleum prices in 2005.
Source: World Bank (Africa Region) and Pôle de Dakar (2007, p. 66), slightly updated by the authors.
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We now consider how the aforementioned features of contract teaching programmes
may affect student learning. Theoretically, we must consider the following potential
effects: (1) the effect of new educational and training requirements for entry into the
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teaching profession, (2) the incentive effect of the teaching contract, (3) a selection
effect (changed demand for and supply of new teachers), and (4) a dynamic effect.

(1) The effect of new education and training requirements
Despite the rather ambiguous results of recent research (see e.g. Hanushek et al.
2005, and Michaelowa and Wechtler 2006), one would expect that general
education as well as professional training prior to job entry has a positive impact on
teacher performance. Togolese contract teachers, many of whom have not
received any professional training at all, should be particularly disadvantaged.

(2) The incentive effect of the teaching contract
There are two possible directions of this effect. On the one hand, the unfavourable
conditions of new teacher contracts could be regarded as unfair and demotivating,
and short-term contracts could prevent personal investments in pedagogical
training and school specific human capital. At the time of data collection, Mali
exhibited the greatest salary differential. In this respect, the Malian programme may
be the least conducive to teaching quality.
On the other hand, contract teacher programmes may also bring about incentives
conducive to better teaching. For teachers on non-permanent contract positions,
further employment prospects depend on performance. Among the three countries
considered, non-permanent contracts exist for all new contract teachers in Niger,
for community teachers in Mali, and for the majority of community teachers in Togo.
Moreover, employment in the local community can be expected to induce an
additional and particularly relevant incentive effect. Community teachers are
usually selected and paid by parents so that the latter have a high incentive to
monitor. In this respect, the teachers depend directly on parental satisfaction. This
should ensure at least a minimum standard of performance, such as the regular
appearance of teachers at their workplace.
If true, we should expect contract teacher programmes in Mali and Togo to be at
an advantage over the programme in Niger, which relies on public contract teachers
alone. In addition, comparing Mali and Togo, we might expect the Malian system
to be at a relative advantage, both due to the higher share of community teachers
among the contract teachers, and due to the greater autonomy of Malian
community schools given the increasing involvement of the Togolese government.
6

(3) The selection effect
Changed employment conditions could lead to a different composition of
candidates applying for teaching positions. Reduced entry requirements could
reduce entry costs and increase the attractiveness of (temporary) teaching
positions. However, inferior contract conditions may reduce the number of highly
skilled candidates. In addition, higher demand for teachers would lead us to expect
lower quality among marginal (newly employed) teachers. Given the strong
acceleration of the recruitment process, the latter is likely to dominate.
This effect may be substantial because in all countries, newly engaged teachers
represent a significant percentage of young adults with at least lower secondary
education attainment. The annual increase in teacher recruitment currently
represents around 10% of qualified graduates in Mali and Togo, and over 20% in
Niger (World Bank 2002, p. 77, 2004, p. 97, and 2006, p. 141).

(4) The dynamic effect
Inferior contract conditions may reduce the length of time teaching staff are retained
and act to increase turnover. This effect could lead to a different distribution of job
experience before and after the reform, with a higher proportion of young and
inexperienced teachers. This is likely to have an impact on teaching quality.
However, the relevance of this effect depends crucially on general labour market
conditions. In all three countries considered here, alternative employment
opportunities in the modern sector are extremely limited. Currently, only 25% of
secondary graduates in Mali and Niger, and only 10% in Togo, find jobs in the
formal, non-agricultural economy (World Bank 2002, p. 77, 2004, p. 97, and 2006,
p. 141). The dynamic effect does not therefore seem to hold high relevance in any
of the three countries at the present time.

A summary of the different effects expected in the countries under consideration is
presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Expected effects of contract teacher programmes
(1) Training effect
(2) Incentive effect
(3) Selection effect
Mali – reduction to
+++contract renewal may depend on – limited teacher
performance; community monitoring supply
3-months
pre-service
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(4) Dynamic effect
Not relevant given
current labour market
conditions

– – salary reductions leading to
lowest salaries
Niger – reduction to
+ contract renewal may depend on – – extremely limited Not relevant given
45-days
performance
teacher supply
current labour market
pre-service
– salary reduction
conditions
Togo – – no regular pre- ++ contract renewal may depend on – limited teacher
Not relevant given
service training
performance; some community
supply
current labour market
monitoring
conditions
– salary reduction
Note: The number of +/– signs reflects the expected strength of each positive (+) and negative (-) effect
relative to the same effect in the other countries.

Taken together, the above arguments on education and training, incentives, and
selection effects, lead us to expect that Niger will face the greatest difficulties with its
contract teacher programme. This is in line with at least the latter two theoretical
expectations discussed above. In Niger, positive incentives are limited as the
programme is fully anchored in the public administration system. Moreover, the
selection effect can be expected to be negative due to the limited supply of qualified
candidates. In Mali, the most critical issue appears to be the incentive effect. If there
does exist an important disincentive related to low salary levels, Malian contract
teachers should perform very badly. However, if the positive incentive effect related to
parental responsibility and community monitoring dominates, Mali should do rather
well. The case of Togo can be expected to lie somewhere in between, with a marked
disadvantage only regarding its failure to provide pre-service teacher training on a
regular basis.
In the econometric part of this paper we examine whether these expectations are
confirmed by the empirical evidence. One of the main concerns for the empirical
analysis is that the schools and classes we observe as having a contract teacher may
be different in relevant ways from those that we observe with regular teachers. These
schools and classes may differ in observed and unobserved characteristics whose
effects on education quality may confound those of teacher type. We follow a strategy
of controlling for many of these characteristics by taking advantage of very rich PASEC
data, discussed in the next section. This data provides detailed information on schools,
teachers, and students including their test scores at the beginning and at the end of
the school year.

3. Data and initial descriptive statistics
Empirical study of the effect of contract teacher programmes on education quality
requires comprehensive information on teachers, schools, and students. The PASEC
8

programme collects such data for the 2nd and 5th grade of primary schools in
francophone sub-Saharan Africa. PASEC uses student, teacher, and director
questionnaires that are uniform for a number of core questions. Therefore, results are
comparable across countries. Education quality is measured in terms of student
achievement in Mathematics and French, which is assessed using standardized tests
for all three countries considered. The Mathematics test contains a wide variety of
items ranging from numeracy, problem solving (application to situations of daily life),
and simple geometry. The French test covers general understanding and orthography
as well as grammar skills. Tests were administered in the classroom, item by item,
following detailed instructions on the way to present each question and the time to be
allocated to each response. Test results are coded in terms of the percentage of test
items answered correctly in each of the two subjects, French and Maths. The tests and
their results are not used for any official purpose, i.e. teacher assessments, and the
final dataset preserves the anonymity of schools, teachers, and students. The tests
comprise a majority of multiple choice items. The testing language is French.
Students are tested both at the beginning and at the end of the school year using a
pre-test in autumn and a post-test in summer. This is particularly relevant for our study
because the effect of a contract teacher who may have taught the students only in the
year of assessment needs to be distinguished from the effect of various other teachers
who taught the class before. The pre-test score can act as control for this. In
francophone Africa, teachers tend to teach the same grade or Year and do not follow
the cohort. In primary school, a single teacher usually teaches all relevant subjects in
a given class. Consequently the subject matter that students have learned over the
year can be attributed relatively well to this particular person.
PASEC surveys were carried out in Niger and Togo during the academic year
2000/2001, and in Mali in 2001/2002. In all cases, the sampling frame consisted of all
primary school teachers included in the database available from the relevant national
Ministry of Education. Table 3 shows the actual number of classes contained in the
data set for each country, separately for 2nd and 5th grade. In addition to regular civil
servant teachers and contract teachers, there are also some other types of teachers,
which include teaching assistants and interns. These teachers are dropped in the
analysis as we aim to compare the contract teachers with a well defined control group
of regular civil servant teachers. In addition to this, we also drop teachers with more
than 10 years of job experience for common support considerations. Common support
9

refers to all values of the characteristics X that are observed among both the contract
and the regular teachers. Nonparametric estimation of the treatment effect can only be
done for those values of X that can be observed in both treatment states. If a particular
value of X is observed only among the contract teachers, it would be impossible to
infer the treatment effect since no comparable regular teacher exists.
Since the reforms were enacted only relatively recently there cannot be any new
contract teachers with more than 10 years of experience. Hence, the support of the
variable job experience differs between civil servant and regular teachers and we need
to impose a common support restriction for the nonparametric estimation approach.

Table 3: Number of teachers in the datasets
Niger

Togo

Mali

2nd grade

5th grade

2nd grade

5th grade

2nd grade

5th grade

No. of classes

125

140

116

119

139

140

Contract teachers
Civil servants
Other teachers

59
58
8

27
92
21

40
70
6

42
64
13

74
48
17

50
76
14

After deleting 'other teachers' and teachers with more than 10 years of job experience
Contract teachers
Civil servants

59
33

27
45

38
23

42
28

73
10

50
12

More precisely, in Togo we observe contract teachers with up to eleven years of job
experience. In Mali, we observe contract teachers with up to eight years of job
experience. The situation is somewhat different in Niger, where the reform was
enacted even more recently, in 1998. There, we observe contract teachers with up to
only four years of job experience, except one with five years and three with eight years.
As we attempt to adhere to the same sample and variable definitions across countries
to keep results comparable, we use 10 years as the cut-off point in all countries for the
main analyses. (We obtain very similar results when only teachers with at most 4 years
of job experience are retained.) Due to this sample restriction only few regular teachers
remain in Mali, which is likely to lead to rather imprecise estimates.
Table 4 provides an overview of selected characteristics regarding students, teachers,
classrooms, and schools. This data was collected through the use of additional
questionnaires in which students, teachers, and principals acted as respondents.
Pupils were questioned in tandem with the pre-test at the beginning of the school year,
whereas teachers and principals were interviewed at the end of the year. The
10

questionnaires provide information on a wide range of the students’ personal
characteristics, including family background and prior educational history.

The

questionnaires also generate information on the personal characteristics and
pedagogical methods of both teachers and principals, and on school and classroom
equipment, inspections, and the interaction of school staff with the local community.
Table 4 shows averages for classes taught by contract teachers and civil servant
teachers. In both 2nd and 5th grade, students taught by traditional teachers typically
achieved a higher (or about equal) percentage of correct answers than students taught
by contract teachers. Only in the case of Mali 2nd grade Mathematics, do we observe
strongly higher scores with contract teachers. However, these differences may be
related to factors other than the teachers’ contract status. They may, for instance, be
a consequence of the assignment of contract teachers to different learning
environments, or to different characteristics of the teachers themselves. In particular,
it might be that contract teachers work with children who show lower performance at
the beginning of the school year. The data provide some evidence for this in Togo 5th
grade and in Mali 2nd grade. Moreover, at least in Mali and Togo, our data show a more
favourable context for traditional teachers in terms of the socio-economic background
of their students and school equipment. In addition, we tend to find contract teachers
more often in rural than in urban schools.
It should be noted here, that PASEC attempted to match schools with contract teachers
by assigning comparable comparison schools and classes (see Bourdon, Frölich and
Michaelowa 2007). This explains why we find only minor differences in terms of
students’ socio-economic background and educational resources. In addition, our
modifications to the sample in order to ensure common support brought

11

Table 4: Selected characteristics of teachers, students and schools in our sample, by country, grade and teacher status
Variable (range)

Mali
Grade 2
Grade 5
Type of teacher
Civil
Contract
Civil
Contract
servants teachers servants teachers
Number of students
123
913
146
668
Number of classes
10
73
12
50
Test scores:
post-test French
0.440
0.430
0.319
0.338
Test scores:
0.355
0.419
0.319
0.354
post-test Maths
Test scores:
pre-test French
0.292
0.192
0.33
0.308
Test scores:
pre-test Maths
0.439
0.323
0.380
0.355
Socio-economic index
based on family
possessions (1-8)
0.90
0.62
0.96
0.60
Index of school
equipment (0-16)
5.48
4.85
4.82
4.90

Niger
Grade 2
Grade 5
Civil
Contract
Civil
Contract
servants teachers servants teachers
429
709
584
336
33
59
45
27

Togo
Grade 2
Grade 5
Civil
Contract
Civil
Contract
servants teachers servants teachers
245
422
308
464
23
38
28
42

0.495

0.400

0.278

0.258

0.584

0.581

0.518

0.389

0.470

0.383

0.309

0.280

0.508

0.515

0.503

0.394

0.182

0.157

0.241

0.233

0.387

0.385

0.551

0.413

0.390

0.325

0.271

0.267

0.491

0.490

0.620

0.545

2.50

2.37

2.34

2.87

2.65

1.95

3.71

1.96

3.78

3.90

3.77

4.31

4.29

3.00

5.68

3.23

Class size
71.41
63.51
58.77
54.33
46.00
45.68
34.43
36.14
40.46
38.36
32.81
School located in
0.10
0.50
0.36
0.52
0.34
0.38
0.30
0.41
0.40
0.52
0.31
rural area (0,1)
Teachers’ age
(in years)
35.01
29.83
36.53
31.93
30.08
27.79
30.07
28.74
34.62
32.52
36.01
Teachers’ job
experience (in years)
8.43
3.12
7.04
3.82
4.88
2.44
5.58
2.70
6.20
5.47
7.04
Teachers’ educational
2.34
1.61
2.34
2.15
4.01
3.72
4.51
4.18
2.86
2.88
3.82
attainment (0-6)
Teachers without preservice training (0,1)
0.08
0.34
0.00
0.35
0.03
0.19
0.00
0.15
0.18
0.41
0.22
Note:
The first column defines the variables and the values in brackets indicate the scale of the measurement. For example, Index of school equipment is measured on a scale from 0 to 16.
Binary variables are indicated by (0,1). The subsequent columns provide the sample averages. For binary variables this represents the proportions with this attribute. In each school, one
2nd and one 5th grade were tested. The pre-test is conducted at the beginning of the school year (in autumn), the post-test is conducted at the end of the school year (in summer). Pre- and
post-test are based on different items, so that the scores cannot be directly compared.
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36.83
0.58
34.09
5.87
4.00
0.44

about a certain convergence of mean values for the age and job experience variables.
Nevertheless, some differences may remain in our sample.
While providing insights on the weakly binding character of public rules and regulations
in our three countries, the above discussion does not offer any clear explanations for the
difference in student achievement reached by contract teachers and traditional teachers
respectively. It appears worthwhile to compute the net effects by controlling for all
confounding variables. In addition to the small set of variables presented here for
illustrative purposes, a much larger number of variables can be used as a basis to select
appropriate controls. Both the variable selection and the actual estimation procedure will
be described in detail in the following section.

4. Econometric methodology
To evaluate the impact of the contract teacher status on education quality we adopt a
nonparametric treatment evaluation framework, which allows us to get as close as
possible to the concept of randomized trials when estimating our parameters. Let Yi 0
denote the outcome, e.g. Mathematics or French proficiency at the end of the school year,
of child i if being taught by a regular civil servant teacher. Yi1 represents the outcome of
child i if being taught by a contract teacher instead, during the current school year. Thus,
the treatment being evaluated is having a contract teacher during the current year as
compared to having a civil servant teacher. Each child is being taught either by a contract
teacher ( Di =1) or by a regular civil servant teacher ( Di =0), and we observe the outcome

Yi = Yi1 Di + Yi 0 (1 − Di ) .
Suppose for the moment that children were completely randomly (and with equal
probability) allocated either to a contract teacher or to a regular teacher. Since allocation
is at random, the two ensuing subpopulations are identical in (the distribution of) their
observed and unobserved characteristics. The density function of the outcome variable
in the former subpopulation thus represents the (unconditional) density function f (Y 1 ) ,
whereas the density function in the latter subpopulation represents f (Y 0 ) . The following
figure shows a stylised example for f (Y 0 ) (dashed line) and f (Y 1 ) (solid line) in order to
give a more intuitive understanding of the potential outcomes. Two effects are clearly
discernible: the mean of Y 1 is larger than the mean of Y 0 , and the variance of Y 1 is smaller
than the variance of Y 0 . In this example, the contract teacher programme has a positive
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effect on the average outcome and at the same time reduces educational inequality. To
make this statement more precise, we introduce some additional notation.

Figure 1: Hypothetical example of f (Y 0 ) (dashed line) and f (Y 1 )
<

The average treatment effect (ATE) of being taught by a contract teacher for one year on
a randomly drawn child is
E[Y 1 − Y 0 ] .

While the average treatment effect provides an overall assessment of the average impact
of the contract teacher programme, it is also of particular interest how the contract
teachers change the distribution of the outcomes. We define the quantile treatment effects
(QTE) as
Qτ (Y 1 ) − Qτ (Y 0 ) ,

where Qτ (⋅) refers to the τ-Quantile of the random variable in brackets. The quantile
treatment effects show the impact of the contract teacher programme for children at
different locations in the performance distribution. Contract teachers may perform poorly
e.g. with weak or very strong students. In the example of Figure 1 we see that the
treatment effect is positive and very large for low quantiles, still positive but smaller at the
median, and is negative for very high quantiles.
The two distributions in Figure 1 reflect the unconditional distributions, i.e. in the entire
population without conditioning on any observed characteristics. (These are the
distributions we would expect if all teachers were either contract or regular teachers,
everything else equal.) The lower quantiles represent the students performing poorly for
a variety of reasons, e.g. living in rural areas, having less educated parents, having had
less effective teachers in earlier grades, and/or lower innate ability.
Note that we do not need to assume rank invariance of individuals in making these
comparisons of the two distributions, although it appears rather plausible in our context.
Rank invariance would imply that an individual i who is at the quantile τ in the f (Y 0 )
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distribution would also be at quantile τ in the f (Y 1 ) distribution. With rank invariance, low
performing students would always be low performing students, no matter whether they
were taught by a regular teacher or by a contract teacher. Our assumptions below do not
allow us to test for this, and even with a perfect experiment, one could not test for rank
invariance. Hence, we cannot rule out that the low performing students if taught by a
regular teacher might actually be the high performers if taught by a contract teacher, and
vice versa. This implies that their rank could change when moving from the dashed curve
to the solid curve in Figure 1. In this case, the median student in the f (Y 0 ) distribution
might even lose when moving to the f (Y 1 ) distribution. Nevertheless, rank invariance is
not needed for any welfare comparisons of the contract teacher programme or to assess
whether contract teachers compress or widen the outcome distribution.
Unfortunately the contract teacher programme was not implemented in the form of a
randomized trial and the students being taught by a contract teacher differ from those
being taught by a regular teacher in several characteristics, as witnessed in Section 3.
We therefore have to control for differences in observed characteristics X. By the law of
iterated expectations, we can always re-write the average treatment effect as
E[Y 1 − Y 0 ] = E[ E[Y 1 | X ]] − E[ E[Y 0 | X ]] .

To identify this expression, we need to express it in terms of observable variables. We
assume in the following that
Y 1,Y 0  D | X ,

(1)

where the symbol  denotes statistical independence. In words, the marginal
distributions of the potential outcomes are independent of D, given X. Consider a variable
(e.g. rural versus urban) that determines treatment status D and also (at least one of) the
potential outcomes. Such a variable would usually introduce a correlation between D and
the potential outcomes, unless we control for it by including it in X.
The independence assumption (1) also implies mean independence and thus identifies
the average treatment effect as
E[Y 1 − Y 0 ] = E[ E[Y 1 | X ]] − E[ E[Y 0 | X ]] = E[ E[Y | X , D = 1]] − E[ E[Y | X , D = 0]] ,

(2)

where the last equality follows because E[Y d | X , D = d ] = E[Y | X , D = d ] . In words, the
potential outcome for treatment status d for those who actually received treatment d is
identical to the observed outcome.
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Note that X should contain all variables that are determinants of D and at least one of the
potential outcomes Y1 and Y0, but should contain neither variables that are directly linked
to the definition of D nor variables that are already outcome variables of the contract
status. The latter argument implies that we should not control for job satisfaction which is
likely to be an outcome of the teacher status D. We also do not want to control for
teacher’s education and training since these are part of the definition of a contract
teacher’s status. By definition, education and training change when we replace a regular
teacher with a contract teacher. In other words, the definition of E[Y 1 − Y 0 ] reflects the
effects of the teacher contract together with the effects of concurrent changes in
education and training. (This strict relationship may not be exactly true as there could be
individuals who received the regular teacher training and education, but entered in the
teaching profession only later at a time when only contract teachers were hired. Hence,
well trained and educated teachers can also be observed among the contract teachers.
In addition, since the rules regulating entry into the teaching profession were not always
strictly adhered to, we also observe civil servants with little education and training. We
therefore also examine alternative specifications with controls for education and training
in Section 5.3.)
On the other hand, we want to control for characteristics such as a teacher’s age and job
experience that are determinants of D. Contract teachers are on average younger and
less experienced. But this relationship is not strict, i.e. we also observe contract teachers
with several years of teaching experience and also regular teachers with very little
experience. We therefore do not want to lump job experience into the definition of a
contract teacher. In the data, contract teachers have lower job experience. However, one
can well imagine that in a few years time average job experience and its distribution could
exhibit a similar pattern, as we currently observe for regular teachers.

We also include in X a large number of variables characterising the school (location,
equipment and facilities, management and parental involvement), the socioeconomic
background of the parents, and the child's proficiency in French and Mathematics at the
beginning of the school year as measured by the pre-test scores.
According to the identifying assumption (1), when we compare only individuals with the
same characteristics X, the allocation to a contract or a regular teacher is not related to
the students’ potential outcomes. The pre-test scores are important for the plausibility of
(1) as they reflect the child's otherwise unobserved performance as well as the impact of
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previous inputs into the education production process. For example, contract teachers
are often hired in remote areas, where civil servant teachers are less willing to move, and
where we generally also observe lower educational performance, which would in turn be
reflected in the pre-test scores. We also expect that students who are taught by a contract
teacher might also have been taught by a contract teacher in the previous year since the
school might have many contract teachers. The effects of the contract teacher of the
previous year, however, should also be reflected in the pre-test score of French and/or
Math. Similarly, it might also be that parents, who are particularly interested in their child’s
education, place their child in a school or a class with a regular (or a contract) teacher.
Again, we would expect that this extra interest of the parents would also be visible in the
pre-test scores.

In a conventional linear regression notation
Yi = α + β Di + γ X i + U i

(3)

assumption (1) is usually interpreted as E[U | D, X ] = 0 . I.e. conditional on X, the error
term U should not be related to D. This basic intuition holds here as well, but the
nonparametric approach outlined below and based on (1) is less restrictive in several
dimensions. First, it does not require linearity as in (3). Second, it permits arbitrary
treatment effect heterogeneity, i.e. α and β do not have to be constants but can be
stochastic and correlated with X. Third, it does not impose monotonicity in U as does (3).
Monotonicity in U does not permit that Yi >Yj when both are taught by a regular teacher
while Yi <Yj when both are taught by a contract teacher. This corresponds to the rank
invariance assumption as discussed before. This implies that, as opposed to our
nonparametric approach, a rank reversal is not permitted in the conventional regression
framework.
In addition, nonparametric regression allows for endogenous control variables. In other
words,

assumption (1)

interpreted

in

the

model (3)

only

requires

that

E[U | D, X ] = E[U | X ] but does permit that the latter can be an arbitrary function of X,

which might be the case for endogenous variables in X.
This assumption, however, is generally not sufficient for OLS to be consistent. OLS
regression of (3) requires in addition that E[U | X ] = 0 for consistent estimation of β . To
give an example, consider U as a collection of several unobserved factors, one of them
being innate ability. In contrast to OLS, in the nonparametric framework we can thus
permit that ability is correlated with the pre-test score in X (and also the other variables
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in X). Innate ability has an effect on the post-test Y but also on the pre-test X, but perhaps
in different (nonlinear) ways. For more details see Frölich (2008).
In order to identify the average treatment effect from the right-hand side of (2), we also
need the common support assumption. More precisely, we need E[Y | X , D] to be well
defined for every value in the support of X. This requires that for every value of X, contract
teachers and regular teachers are observed. An equivalent way of saying this is to require
that 0 < Pr( D = 1| X ) < 1 . As aforementioned in Section 3, we observe a wide range in the
job experience of civil servant teachers but no or only extremely few contract teachers
with more than 10 years of job experience. Hence, the conditional mean would not be
well defined for being a contract teacher with large job experience. Therefore, all
observations with more than 10 years of experience are dropped, which also greatly
mitigates differences in the age distribution.
Before describing the nonparametric estimator in more detail, we first discuss the
estimation of the ATE. A matching estimator of the right hand side of (2) is obtained by
replacing the outer expectation operator by the empirical distribution function of X and by
plugging in nonparametric estimators of m( x, d ) = E[Y | X = x, D = d ] . Hence,
1
Eö[Y 1 − Y 0 ] =
N

∑ (mö( X ,1) − mö( X , 0)) ,
i

i

(4)

i

where N is the sample size and the summation in (4) is over the entire sample, i.e.
including observations with Di=1 and those with Di=0. The intuition behind (4) is
straightforward: We pick one observation i with characteristics Xi and estimate
m( X=
E[Y=
| X X=
1] and m( X=
E[Y=
| X X=
0] . These are the expected
i ,1)
i, D
i , 0)
i, D
outcomes in case of being taught by a contract versus a regular teacher for an individual
with characteristics Xi. The nonparametric estimation of m( X i ,1) can be considered as a
weighted average of Yj of all observations j with Dj=1 and values of Xj that are close to
Xi. More precisely, observations j are weighted according to the distance between Xj and
Xi in such a way that more distant observations receive smaller weights. Note that for the
estimation of m( X i ,1) only the contract teacher observations (i.e. with Dj=1) are used. On
the other hand, in the estimation of m( X i , 0) only the regular teacher observations (i.e.
with Dj=0) are used.
The values of m( X i ,1) and m( X i , 0) are estimated for every individual in the sample (i.e.
including contract and regular teachers) and equation (4) takes the average of the
differences m( X i ,1) − m( X i , 0) .
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We consider two different estimators for m( x, d ) : local linear and local logit, where the
latter is motivated by the boundedness of the outcome variable Y between zero and
hundred percent correct answers. The local linear estimator is implemented such that the
estimates are capped at 0 and 100. The estimators are local in that a weighted regression
model (either linear or logistic) is estimated with Kernel weights that decline with the
distance from x. The implementation of the local logit estimator follows Frölich (2006),
and more details on the estimation process are provided in Bourdon, Frölich and
Michaelowa (2007).
The estimation of the QTE follows Frölich (2007), who proposes averaging the conditional
distribution functions to obtain the unconditional distribution, which can be inverted to
obtain the quantiles. The reason for this is that we first have to condition on X to make
use of the identifying assumption (1), which cannot be done with the quantiles directly
since the average of the conditional quantiles does not give the unconditional quantile.
In Figure 1 we examined the unconditional density functions of the potential outcomes
f (Y 0 ) and f (Y 1 ) . Similarly we can define the unconditional distributions functions F (Y 0 )

and F (Y 1 ) . More precisely, we define
FY d (a ) = Pr(Y d ≤ a ) = E[1(Y d ≤ a )] = E[ E[1(Y d ≤ a ) | X ]] ,

by iterated expectations. 1(•) is the indicator function, which takes the value one if the
expression in brackets is true, and zero otherwise. Making use of assumption (1) we
obtain
FY d (a ) =
E[ E[1(Y d ≤ a ) | X , D =
d ]] =
E[ E[1(Y ≤ a ) | X , D =
d ]] ,
which is an expression that contains only observed variables. We note that this
expression is very similar to the rightmost expression in (2), with the only difference that
Y is replaced by 1(Y ≤ a) We can therefore estimate FY d (a ) in analogy to (4) as
1
FöY d (a ) =
N

∑ mö ( X , d ) ,
a

i

d=0,1

(5)

i

where N is the sample size and ma ( x, d ) = E[1(Y ≤ a ) | X = x, D = d ] . The estimator is
basically the same as in (4), simply replacing Yi with 1(Yi ≤ a). In a first step, we regress
nonparametrically the indicator function 1(Yi ≤ a) on Xi and on D=1, as described after
equation (4). The estimated value of mˆ a ( X i ,1) is then averaged over all observations N
to obtain FˆY 1 (a ) . To obtain FˆY 0 (a ) we regress nonparametrically 1(Yi ≤ a) on Xi and on
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D=0 and take the average of the predicted values, again over all observations in the
sample.
We estimate FY 0 (a ) and FY 1 (a ) , separately, on a grid of 200 different values for a between
0 and 100. By linear interpolation we have thus estimated the entire functions FY 0 (a ) and
FY 1 (a ) for 0 ≤a≤100. These two functions are now each inverted to obtain the quantiles,

from which we calculate the QTE as Qτ (Y 1 ) − Qτ (Y 0 ) .
Inference is based on the bootstrap, where we bootstrap the entire estimation process.
First, samples of size N are randomly drawn from the original sample. Using this bootstrap
sample, FY 0 (a ) and FY 1 (a ) are estimated by equation (5) and the QTE Qτ (Y 1 ) − Qτ (Y 0 ) is
obtained. By repeating this entire process 1000 times, the bootstrap distribution of the
QTE, for a particular value of τ , is obtained. Since the treatment variable contract teacher
is defined at the classroom level, whereas our estimations are at the pupil level, we need
to take into account possible correlation of the unobservables determining the test scores
Y among the pupils of the same class. This is done by re-sampling entire classes instead
of pupils.

5. Empirical results
Before examining the estimation of quantile treatment effects, we first discuss the
selection of the control variables and estimate average treatment effects.

5.1 Determinants of contract teacher status
The choice of the set of control variables X is crucial for the plausibility of the conditional
independence assumption. In Section 4 we discussed which kind of variables should be
included in X and which should not. We therefore examined three different sets of control
variables (Xset 1, Xset 2 and Xset 3) to assess the robustness of the empirical results.
The regressor set Xset 2 is based on an extensive collection of variables that have been
used as possible predictors of test scores in the literature. These include variables that
capture the school environment and classroom equipment, school management,
characteristics of teachers and the socioeconomic background of the pupils. In addition,
we include French and Mathematics proficiency at the beginning of the school year to
capture differences in knowledge and ability. We do not include variables that are likely
to have been causally affected by contract teacher status, and would thus represent direct
outcomes of it, such as teacher job satisfaction or salary.
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Most of the variables in Xset2 were found not to be useful predictors of the treatment
variable ‘contract teacher’ in our sample, and hence would not be clearly useful as
controls on our criteria. Xset 1 therefore retains only a subset of variables that were
significant in class-level logit regressions of the treatment variable on all these regressors
in at least one of the three countries considered. (See Bourdon, Frölich and Michaelowa
2007 for details). These are the school characteristics (drinking water in school, school
has toilets, male director, school participates in a pilot or exchange programme, distance
to next city at least one hour), the pupil characteristics (initial test score French, initial test
score Mathematics, age, number of schoolbooks), the teacher variables (age, job
experience) and class variables (multi grade class, inspector's visit during the last year).
Finally, we also examined Xset 3, which contains all the variables of Xset 2 but in addition
also the variables educational level of the teacher and pedagogical training of the teacher.
As discussed in Section 4, these variables are closely linked to the definition of the
contract teacher and one should not control for these. However, since these variables
show some variation, indicating that the rules have often not been adhered to in practice,
we can nevertheless attempt to examine the effects of these two variables. If effects differ
significantly, the difference may be attributed to these two variables.
The weighted kernel functions we use in our estimator depend on fixing variable
parameters called bandwidths. This controls the extent of smoothing of values around X.
A full estimation process will usually incorporate an examination of sensitivity to different
values of this bandwidth. In the following subsection, we only show the results for Xset 1
and one set of bandwidth values. (In Section 5.3 we will also examine some variations in
the Xset.) Bourdon, Frölich and Michaelowa (2007) also present the results for the
enlarged regressor sets Xset 2 and Xset 3 and other bandwidth values. Results are stable
across regressor sets and bandwidth choices.

5.2 Average treatment effects
Before estimating quantile treatment effects in Section 6, we first consider average
treatment effects. They are presented in Table 5, separately for French and Mathematics
achievement. The first two rows show the estimates obtained by nonparametric
regression. The results with local logit regression are very similar to the results with local
linear regression, where estimates were capped at 0 and 100% correct answers. For Mali,
the effects are positive throughout, but significant only for 2nd grade Maths. In Niger, the
effects are negative throughout, but significant only in the 2nd grade. In Togo, the results
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are more subtle: They are positive in the 2nd grade (and significant for French), and
negative in the 5th grade (and significant for Maths).
In row 3 of Table 5 we consider a simple OLS regression of the outcome variable on a
constant, the dummy contract teacher status and the other regressors Xset 1. This is a
very restrictive but nevertheless widely used specification in many applied papers, which
suppresses all kinds of interaction terms. We term this estimator as the “Naive OLS
estimator” and show the coefficient on contract teacher status in the table. However, the
OLS estimates are very different from the matching estimates. This therefore cautions
against the use of naive OLS without any interaction terms.

Table 5: Average treatment effects of teacher status (Xset 1)
Mali 2nd

Mali 5th

Niger 2nd

Niger 5th

Togo 2nd

Togo 5th

French

Math

French

Math

French

Math

French

Math

French

Math

French

Math

Local linear
matching
estimator

8.96
(20.84)

25.18
(11.83)

9.39
(11.46)

11.08
(12.59)

-12.40
(7.03)

-12.81
(6.30)

-1.53
(4.44)

-0.51
(4.45)

11.55
(5.90)

5.21
(5.57)

-5.19
(3.74)

-7.75
(3.87)

Local logit
matching
estimator

4.47
(20.17)

24.39
(12.10)

7.98
(11.78)

10.41
(12.73)

-11.85
(6.76)

-11.84
(6.18)

0.52
(4.43)

-0.20
(4.67)

11.10
(6.02)

4.64
(5.39)

-5.50
(3.54)

-7.59
(3.70)

Naive OLS
estimator

-11.19
(7.80)

-2.81
(8.13)

5.17
(3.17)

4.63
(3.18)

-8.21
(3.68)

-8.02
(3.74)

-0.81
(2.20)

-4.40
(2.31)

0.01
(4.15)

0.75
(3.25)

-1.07
(1.75)

-3.59
(1.85)

Note:

Average treatment effects are in the percentage points of test scores. Standard errors are given in
parentheses. Inference for OLS is based on asymptotic formula with standard error estimates
adjusted for class clustering. The dependent variable is French and Mathematics proficiency,
respectively, at the end of school year. Estimates significant at 0.10 level are marked in italics, and
significant at 0.05 level are marked in bold.

A potential concern with treatment effects based on achievement test scores is that they
are an imperfect measure of true cognitive development, i.e. contaminated by
measurement error. A supplementary appendix, Bourdon, Frölich and Michaelowa
(2007), examines the extent and possible consequences of measurement errors.
Although measurement error clearly seems to be present, it does not qualitatively change
the conclusions of our empirical findings. (Our estimates would tend to be somewhat
downward biased in magnitude.)
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5.3 Alternative sets of control regressors
In this section we briefly examine the average treatment effects when controlling for
alternative sets of regressors. Results are given in Table 6. The first two rows reproduce
the nonparametric estimates of Table 5 for Xset 1. In this latter main specification we
control for teacher’s age and job experience, but do not control for the teacher’s
educational attainment nor for his pedagogical pre-service training. The latter two
variables are strictly tied to the definition of the treatment variable. In principle, by
definition, contract teachers receive only very little training and are subject to different
educational requirements for admission. Hence, a change in the treatment variable would
automatically entail a change in these two variables such that they cannot and should not
be used as control variables. In other words, while we would like to compare contract and
regular teachers with similar job experience in order not to confound any contract teacher
effects with the effects of job experience, they should have different education and
training. By not including education and training in X, we allow the distributions of these
two variables to vary freely according to their occurrence among contract and regular
teachers. However, we recognise that part of the treatment effect could be attributable to
differences in these distributions.
To shed more light on this issue, Table 6 provides the results for two alternative
specifications of the regressor set (for further alternatives see Bourdon, Frölich and
Michaelowa 2007). First and notwithstanding our above discussion we include teacher’s
education and training as additional covariates. Although the previous discussion would
imply lack of common support, in practice, as explained in Section 4, the various
administrative rules have not always been adhered to. This kind of variation would thus
enable us (to some extent) to disentangle the effects of contract teacher status from the
effect of education and training. Since contract teachers have on average lower education
and training, controlling for these two characteristics should thus increase the effects of
teacher status in favour of the contract teachers.
As shown in the second panel in Table 6, for most countries and grades, the results with
education and training are remarkably similar to the main specification, suggesting that
the differences in education and training are not the main driving forces behind the effects
of contract teacher status. The only notable change leading to a higher and significant
effect can be observed for French in Mali 2nd grade. Given the general tendency to find
about equal effects for French and Mathematics (see also the parametric analysis), we
consider this as an indication that the previous estimate was too low.
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Table 6: ATE of teacher status (with different controls for teacher variables)
Mali 2nd
French

Math

Mali 5th
French

Niger 2nd

Math

French

Math

Niger 5th
French

Math

Togo 2nd
French

Togo 5th

Math

French

Math

Xset 1 (Results identical to Table 5)
Local linear
matching
estimator

8.96

25.18

9.39

11.08

-12.40

-12.81

-1.53

-0.51

11.55

5.21

-5.19

-7.75

Local logit
matching
estimator

4.47

24.39

7.98

10.41

-11.85

-11.84

0.52

-0.20

11.10

4.64

-5.50

-7.59

Xset 1 plus teacher’s education plus teacher’s training
Local linear
matching
estimator

20.6

21.0

12.0

9.7

-13.5

-12.2

3.0

-0.6

6.7

-0.8

-7.2

-8.3

Local logit
matching
estimator

25.2

26.0

13.0

10.3

-12.9

-11.4

5.1

0.3

6.1

-0.7

-7.7

-8.2

Xset 1 without teacher’s age and job experience
Local linear
matching
estimator

3.6

7.7

3.7

6.4

-7.6

-7.3

-2.5

-3.9

6.1

4.7

-0.5

-2.2

Local logit
matching
estimator

-2.5

-0.4

2.7

5.4

-7.5

-7.0

-2.3

-3.7

5.7

4.5

-0.9

-2.5

Note: Average treatment effects in percentage points of test score. The dependent variable is French and
Mathematics proficiency, respectively, at the end of the school year. Estimates significant at 0.10
level are marked in italics, and significant at 0.05 level are marked in bold.

In addition, we observe an unexpected decrease in the effect for 2nd grade French in
Togo. Given the very similar average educational attainment of contract and regular
teachers in our sample for 2nd grade Togo (see Table 4), this could only be due to
differences in pre-service training. An explanation might be that the few contract teachers
who effectively received training, received training of strongly improved quality, so that on
average this increases this group’s overall performance. However, this does not appear
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very plausible, and given that we observe very similar estimates when we actually drop
some regressors (in the third panel of Table 6), this result is probably a statistical artefact.
The third panel in Table 6 represents the results when using the regressor set Xset 1
without teacher’s age and without job experience. Comparing the estimates to the first
two rows of Table 6, we observe a substantial drop in the effects for Mali. Given that job
experience is substantially lower for contract teachers than for regular teachers in Mali
(as we observed in Section 3), not controlling for these differences masks the large
positive effect of contract teachers in Mali.
For the 2nd grade in Niger and 5th grade in Togo, the effects become less negative when
we omit age and job experience. This result may appear unexpected as it implies that job
experience has a negative effect. It could be that such a phenomenon may be related to
teachers’ motivation decreasing over the years. In our context, an alternative explanation
might be that the (few) contract teachers with relatively lengthy job experience perform
particularly poorly. These individuals were most likely teachers at the time when
traditional civil service employment prevailed, and yet did not manage to attain a fixedterm employment situation. However, these results should not be over-interpreted since
the differences are not statistically significant.
For Togo 2nd grade, we also find that the effects drop when we omit age and job
experience. However, and as previously discussed, we also observed such changes from
the second panel which included education and training. These differences should
therefore be interpreted with care.
Overall, when comparing the first and third panel of Table 6, a general pattern emerges:
In countries and grades where the effects of contract teachers are positive, controlling for
the lower job experience (and age) of contract teachers increases the effect, whereas in
countries and grades where the effects of contract teachers are negative, taking lower
job experience into account makes the effects even more negative. However, the latter is
never significant, so we should not over-interpret these comparisons.
6. Nonparametric estimation of quantile treatment effects
In this section we examine the effects of contract teachers on the distribution of the test
scores. Table 7 shows the quantile treatment effects, estimated separately by country
and grade for Xset 1. The results for the 2nd grade in Niger are very stable to the set of
regressors. The effects are close to zero for the lower quantiles, and decrease almost
monotonously to about -20 to -25 percentage points for the high performance students.
Hence, whereas weak students do not seem to be affected by teacher status, strong
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students seem to suffer from being taught by a contract teacher. The effects are very
similar for French and for Maths.
For the 5th grade, the estimates also tend to be negative but are small and insignificant.
At the lower quantiles the effects remain slightly negative with the larger regressor sets 2
and 3. For the higher quantiles, the estimation results are unclear and sensitive to the
choice of regressors included. (For Mathematics, the effects tend to be negative. For
French the results are unstable due to local collinearity.)
In Togo the impacts tend to be positive for the 2nd grade and negative for the 5th grade.
The positive effects for the 2nd grade are a bit larger for French than for Maths. For French,
they are significant around the median (about 10 to 14 percentage points) while they
remain insignificant for Maths. The estimates with enlarged Xsets are similar with often
somewhat larger effects on Mathematics (see Bourdon, Frölich and Michaelowa 2007).
The situation is different for the 5th grade. Here the effects are about zero for the low
quantiles, and then decrease almost monotonously until -13 percentage points for
Mathematics for the strong students. This pattern is very stable across bandwidth choices
and Xsets. Effects are negative for both French and Mathematics but more strongly so
for Maths.
In Mali, to the contrary, effects tend to be positive for both grades. For the 2nd grade,
effects are insignificant for French, but significantly positive for Maths. Judging from the
significance levels, this effect seems to be most precise for the lower to medium quantiles.
This implies that children at the lower end of the performance distribution seem to benefit
most clearly from contract teachers. The effects are smaller and less precisely estimated
for enlarged Xsets but remain positive for Mathematics, perhaps except for very large
quantiles.
For the 5th grade, the effects are also positive for French and Mathematics for the low to
medium quantiles, but again significant only for Mathematics and now only at the 10%
level. For enlarged Xsets the results are less precise and smaller. Hence, the evidence
is less stable for the 5th grade, but overall tends to be positive rather than negative.
All in all, just as the discussion of average treatment effects in the previous sections, the
above analysis strongly confirms our expectations that given the different characteristics
of the contract teacher programmes in the three countries considered, we should also
observe quite different results. As suggested by our initial hypotheses on both the
incentive and selection effects, the contract teacher programme in Niger shows the worst
results, i.e. either insignificant or clearly negative. To the contrary, the Malian results are
consistently positive and significant in Mathematics for both grades. This suggests that
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the potentially negative role of low salaries (if any) was overcompensated by the positive
incentive effect induced notably by parental responsibility and monitoring in the case of
Malian community teachers. As expected, Togo occupies an intermediate position which
may be related to the fact that parental monitoring responsibility was reduced through the
partial integration of contract teachers into the public administration system.
One could also suspect that the relatively bad performance of contract teachers in 5th
grade in Togo is related to their lack of pedagogical training. However, the use of an Xset
where this variable is controlled for, does not lead to any significant change. There is thus
no evidence that lack of training could drive the results. At the same time, as stated earlier,
it may not be possible to fully separate the effect of education and training from the
treatment itself. As already noted in the discussion of the average treatment effect, this
aspect must therefore be interpreted with caution.
The second general observation is that results do indeed differ depending on students’
performance. Across all countries, the analysis by quantiles suggests that contract
teachers do a relatively better job when teaching weak students. Whenever we observe
positive effects, they tend to become significant in low quantiles, and whenever we
observe negative effects, they tend to become significant for the strong students. This
implies that contract teachers tend to reduce inequalities in the student distribution.
In Mali and Togo, we also observe that contract teachers tend to be relatively more
successful with younger students, i.e. they show a better performance in 2nd as compared
to 5th grade. However, the opposite is the case in Niger. Overall, the influence of contract
teachers is thus more clearly related to students’ performance within each grade level
than to the difference in students’ performance across grades.
A possible explanation for this phenomenon could be that traditional civil servant teachers
may be unwilling to move to disadvantaged areas, and unmotivated if they are compelled
to do so. Contract teachers, however, are often locally recruited and therefore should not
face this problem. Moreover, coming from a similar background, these teachers are more
aware of the specific problems of children with learning difficulties; they speak their
language, know their parents and thus may be better able to deal with the situation.
Contract teachers may thus outperform traditional teachers when teaching weak
students, even if traditional teachers do better in a less disadvantaged student
environment.
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Table 7: Quantile treatment effects of teacher status (Xset 1)
Mali 2nd
French

Math

Mali 5th
French

Math

Niger 2nd
French

Math

Niger 5th
French

Math

Togo 2nd
French

Togo 5th

Math French

Math

-2.5
7.8
11.9
5.5
-2.0
0.2
-0.2
-0.5
4.3
2.5
0.5
-2.7
τ=0.1
1.8
14.7
15.0
7.2
-1.5
1.3
-3.2
-4.4
10.9
8.0
-2.5
-7.6
τ=0.2
3.4
22.9
11.9
11.4
0.0
-4.3
-3.5
-2.5
4.4
3.0
-3.4
-9.1
τ=0.3
5.1
28.3
13.9
10.7
-2.0
-5.6
-2.1
-3.1
7.8
7.9
-3.3
-4.8
τ=0.4
0.1
33.5
10.6
13.2
-12.9 -11.1
-2.6
-0.2
14.0
5.4
-5.5
-6.8
τ=0.5
1.6
21.4
6.2
12.9
-19.0
-23.1
-0.1
-2.3
13.9
2.2
-9.5
-7.0
τ=0.6
3.5
25.3
2.9
13.4
-24.6 -30.1
-0.6
2.7
8.1
2.7
-9.3
-12.7
τ=0.7
10.0
28.8
2.6
-0.1
-21.3 -25.1
-1.4
-0.5
0.0
6.4
-7.8
-11.9
τ=0.8
18.9
13.5
9.1
-0.2
-11.4 -10.1
-8.7
-0.5
-1.3
1.9
-6.4
-13.0
τ=0.9
Note: Percentage points treatment effects at the quantiles τ=0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9. The dependent variable is
French and Mathematics proficiency, respectively, at the end of the school year. Estimates
significant at 10% are marked in italics, significant at 5% in bold, significant at 1% in bold
underlined.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we have analysed the impact of ‘contract teacher’ reforms on educational
quality. Traditionally, in most countries, teachers are hired as civil servants after a well
regulated initial education and training period and with clear career advancement tracks.
Due to financial pressure, high schooling demand and other reasons, many African (as
well as Latin American and South Asian) countries have experimented with alternative
forms to engage new teachers, usually providing only fixed term contracts with lower
remuneration and reduced entry requirements. In this paper we provide an overview of
these contract teacher reforms in francophone Africa and nonparametrically estimate
average and quantile treatment effects for Niger, Togo, and Mali. Our empirical analysis
is based on data collected by PASEC in several francophone African countries, with the
advantage that sampling, data collection, testing, interviewing, data cleaning etc. follow
similar procedures, and that, with few exceptions, variables are coded and defined in the
same way.
Our estimates point to two major findings. First it seems that contract teachers do
relatively better for weak than for strong students. When positive treatment effects are
found, they tend to be more positive at the low to medium quantiles, and when negative
effects are observed they tend to be more pronounced at the high quantiles. This pattern
is remarkably stable across countries, and most pronounced for Niger 2nd grade and Togo
5th grade. This suggests that relative to traditional civil servant teachers, contract teachers
are in a better position to work in a more difficult learning environment and to react to the
needs of students with the most serious learning difficulties. As such, contract teachers
tend to reduce existing inequalities in overall student outcomes.
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Second, we observe clear differences in the impact of contract teachers between the
three countries. The treatment effects are highly negative for Niger in the 2nd grade and
tend to be very small, and slightly negative, for the 5th grade. In Togo we found clearly
positive effects for 2nd grade students. For the 5th grade, the effects were very small and
negative for weak students but very large and negative for strong students. Here contract
teachers do well in low grades, but clearly fail in the 5th grade for the more advanced
students. In contrast, in Mali, the treatment effects tend to be positive for both 2nd and 5th
grade, particularly in Mathematics.
Hence, when ordering the three countries by their overall effects, we find that effects are
positive in Mali, somewhat mixed in Togo with positive effects in 2nd and negative effects
in 5th grade, and negative in Niger. This ordering can be related to the manner in which
the contract teacher programmes have been implemented. In Mali and Togo, contract
teachers have been introduced in a less centralised way and, especially in Mali, the
system continues to work predominantly through local communities. This may have led
to the closer monitoring and more effective hiring of contract teachers, contributing to the
positive outcome. In Niger, the centrally governed approach and the rapid recruitment of
large numbers of contract teachers, relative to a rather limited base of qualified secondary
graduates, may also have contributed to poor performance.
Hence, a focus on local community and parental involvement in the recruitment and
monitoring of contract teachers, as well as a gradual rather than an immediate reform
process, seems to be warranted.
Overall, our results indicate that the success or failure of contract teacher programmes,
in terms of student performance, depends on careful implementation of the system.
Despite lower pay and adverse working conditions, the incentive effect may be positive,
especially if teachers are directly engaged by parents or the local community. In this case,
teachers will be exposed to recognition for their efforts and they can also be held directly
responsible for their work.
These findings are encouraging, especially if we consider that in terms of purely
quantitative objectives such as universal primary education, hiring contract teachers
appears to be inevitable. According to the most recent UNESCO estimates, until the year
2015, 60 000 new teaching positions must be created in Niger, 55 000 in Mali and 12 000
in Togo (UNESCO-UIS 2006, p. 41). Taking into account the usual rates of turnover and
attrition, it could be estimated that overall about 150 000 teachers will have to be recruited
in the three countries. This number is twice as high as the stock of teachers currently on
the job.
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Our results suggest that the involvement and empowerment of parents and local
communities can help to overcome this challenge. It should be noted, however, that
relying on the cooperation of these groups tends to reinforce existing inequalities. If poor
communities pay and monitor their teachers while other well-to-do schools are equipped
and managed by public authorities, education policy becomes unacceptably regressive.
The new challenge therefore is to achieve a pro-poor distribution of educational
expenditure while, at the same time, encouraging local initiative and autonomy.
Acknowledgements: We are grateful to the editor, an associate editor and two
anonymous referees for very helpful comments.
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Teacher Shortages, Teacher Contracts and their Impact on Education in Africa
Supplementary appendix (complementary information, not published in JRSS-A)

A

Flexible parametric estimation of average treatment effect

This subsection of the appendix provides supplementary material to Table 5 of the main
paper. The first three rows of Table A.1 below are reproduced from Table 5.
The rows below show results based on parametric regressions with alternative
specifications and interaction terms. In all of these regressions, the outcome variable is
regressed on Xset 1 separately in the subpopulation of contract teachers and regular
teachers and compared thereafter. This corresponds to a specification where all
regressors are interacted with contract teacher status. In addition, the predicted values of
the linear regressions (lower part of the table) are capped at 0 and 100% correct answers.
In the table, we then report the average difference in the predicted outcomes. In essence,
these estimators are identical to the nonparametric estimators above, but with bandwidth
values ∞.
In rows 4 and 9, there is no additional change, i.e. no interaction terms are used in the
separate regressions. These two rows differ only with respect to the use of a linear versus
a logistic regression function. Overall the results of rows 4 and 9 are rather similar. For
Mali and Niger, they are also rather similar to the nonparametric results of rows 1 and 2,
at least in those cases where the latter are significant. The situation is somewhat different
in Togo. Although the signs of the parametric and nonparametric estimates coincide
throughout, the parametric estimates are less than half the size of the nonparametric
ones.
The rows 5 to 8 and 10 to 13 show the estimation results of more complex parametric
specifications with different numbers of interaction terms included in addition to Xset 1.
Specification A is the most complex and includes a fourth order polynomial in each of the
two pre-test scores, a second order polynomial in each of the other non-dummy variables
of Xset 1, and the interaction between each of the two pre-test scores and all the other
variables of Xset 1. In Specification B, the fourth-order polynomial is reduced to a secondorder polynomial. Specification C is similar to B in that it retains the second-order
polynomials but drops all the interaction terms between the two pre-test scores and the
other variables of Xset 1. The results of these three different specifications are rather
similar. Apart from 2nd grade French in Mali, where estimates become inflated, the
estimates stay close to the nonparametric matching estimates. For Togo the difference
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to the nonparametric estimates is still pronounced, but the more flexible parametric
estimates are somewhat closer to the nonparametric ones. Finally, Specification D starts
from Specification B but drops the second-order polynomials, i.e. retaining only linear and
interaction terms. Now overall results for 2nd grade French are similar to the
nonparametric result, but for Togo 5th grade the differences remain pronounced. At the
same time, the results with Specification D sometimes change a lot relative to the more
flexible Specifications A and B, which is particularly visible in 2nd grade French in Mali.
This specification which dropped all quadratic, cubic and higher order terms thus appears
to be too restrictive. Linear terms alone do not capture well all the information contained
in the pre-test scores. Specification B, on the other hand, appears to be sufficiently flexible
in that the higher-order polynomials permitted in Specification A do hardly affect the
estimates.
Interestingly, in Specifications A and B, and for each country and grade, the effects for
Math and French are almost identical. This also holds relative to the standard deviation
of scores as the latter are also quite similar (see Table B.2).
To summarize, the findings of this parametric analysis clearly confirm the nonparametric
matching estimates: Positive effects in Mali, negative effects in Niger, and for Togo
positive effects in the 2nd grade but negative effects in the 5th grade. Whereas the
estimates are very close for Mali and Niger, the parametric estimates are less than half
the size of the nonparametric results for Togo. We thus suspect that the global parametric
estimation approach did not fit so very well for Togo and led to underestimating the true
effects (though still giving the correct sign).
As a final word, one should repeat that the simple but common OLS regression (row 3)
of the outcome variable on a constant, contract teacher status and Xset 1, which assumes
equal slope parameters for contract and regular teachers, produces highly misleading
results (particularly for 2nd grade in Mali).
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Table A.1: Average treatment effects of teacher status (Xset 1)
Mali 2nd

1) Matching
(local linear)
2) Matching
(local logit)
3) Naive
OLS
estimator
4) Logit
5) Logit
Interaction A
6) Logit
Interaction B
7) Logit
Interaction C
8) Logit
Interaction D
9) Linear

Mali 5th

Niger 2nd

Niger 5th

Togo 2nd

Togo 5th

French

Math

French

Math

French

Math

French

Math

French

Math

French

Math

8.96

25.18

9.39

11.08

-12.40

-12.81

-1.53

-0.51

11.55

5.21

-5.19

-7.75

4.47

24.39

7.98

10.41

-11.85

-11.84

0.52

-0.20

11.10

4.64

-5.50

-7.59

-11.19

-2.81

5.17

4.63

-8.21

-8.02

-0.81

-4.40

0.01

0.75

-1.07

-3.59

5.46

22.74

12.53

15.25

-8.37

-10.30

-0.22

-2.66

4.95

6.71

-0.74

-2.91

28.67

30.04

11.71

7.93

-10.38

-11.30

3.16

2.01

6.47

7.02

-1.33

-3.26

28.68

30.28

10.95

9.07

-10.27

-10.55

3.60

2.28

6.82

6.89

-0.88

-2.85

29.01

30.86

13.58

14.80

-12.69

-11.39

4.04

2.53

4.40

7.98

-0.92

-3.53

1.58

18.76

8.77

10.27

-6.61

-9.56

-0.24

-3.16

8.49

6.51

-0.70

-2.65

6.91

24.05

14.02

17.73

-8.25

-10.29

-0.11

-2.48

5.43

7.25

-0.83

-2.94

10) Linear
26.40
27.51 14.89 10.58 -11.13 -11.85
2.32
1.45
7.04
7.77
-1.24
Interaction A
11) Linear
26.64
27.75 14.69 12.01 -10.99 -11.10
2.74
1.65
7.41
7.66
-0.61
Interaction B
12) Linear
26.23
29.46 15.77 17.35 -12.61 -11.43
3.20
2.06
4.90
8.72
-0.89
Interaction C
13) Linear
3.29
19.46 12.61 14.74
-7.19
-9.79
-0.16
-3.00
8.64
7.17
-0.57
Interaction D
14) Linear
only one
4.63
23.21 14.32 17.97
-7.06 -10.27 -0.48
-2.18
5.38
9.79
-0.65
pre-test
Note: Average treatment effects in percentage points. Inference is based on the bootstrap, by resampling
classes. Bandwidth values are 0.5, 0.5, 0.25 for the nonparametric matching estimates. The
dependent variable is French and Math proficiency, respectively, at the end of school year.
Estimates significant at 10% are marked in italics, significant at 5% are marked in bold.
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-3.19
-2.73
-3.48
-2.54
-4.55

B

Measurement error in the cognitive achievement tests

A potential concern with treatment effects based on achievement test scores is that they
are an imperfect measure of true cognitive development. Test scores enter in the
empirical analysis twice: once as a measure of the outcome variable and once as a
control variable (the pre-test scores). Both kinds of test scores are likely to be affected by
some measurement error.

We will first examine the extent and impact of measurement errors in a linear model. As
a basis for comparison required in this context (and to enable an instrumental variable
strategy), row 14 of Table A.1 presents the parametric estimate for the main specification
when using only one of the two pre-test scores as regressors. The specification is
identical to row 9 (of Table A.1), but the Math pre-test is dropped when estimating the
French outcome and vice versa. Overall, the rows 9 and 14 produce fairly similar results.

Given that we have four different tests of ability (French and Math at the beginning and
end of the school year), we can attempt to estimate the size of the measurement error in
different ways. Suppose the test score Y for student i at time t (0 = beginning of year, 1 =
end of year) in subject s (F = French, M = Math) is given as
s
Y=
ξis,t + ε is,t
i ,t

(6)

where ξis,t is true ability and ε is,t is a measurement error. We suppose in the following that
the measurement errors are mean zero, and independent of each other and of the true
abilities. Let σ 2 be the variance of the measurement error. Suppose for the moment that
all the other regressors in Xset 1 are measured without error. Consider first the regression
of the French test at t=1 on the French test at t=0, a constant and the other regressors in
Xset1 (separately for contract and regular teachers). This corresponds to the columns for
French in row 14 of Table A.1 and is reproduced as the first row in Table B.1. The
measurement error in Yi ,1F inflates the noise in the regression whereas the measurement
error in Yi ,0F leads to inconsistent (downward biased) estimates. Assuming that the true
French and Math ability at t=0 are correlated, we can use the Math test at t=0 as an
instrument for Yi ,0F . Vice versa, we use the French test at t=0 as an instrument for Yi ,0M .
(This instrument is not entirely convincing since the performance on the French test may
have a direct effect on Math since the Math test is administered in French such that better
knowledge of French helps a student on the Math test.)
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Using this instrumental variable, equation (3) is estimated by linear IV estimation. The
vector X in (3) consists of the subject performance at t=0 and all the other control
variables. The vector of instrumental variables Z consists of the performance in the other
subject at t=0, in addition to all the other control variables. Define Xi = ( Di , X i' ) ' and

Zi = ( Di , Z i' ) ' . For consistency of the IV estimator we need E[Zi' Xi ] to be of full rank and
require also that E[Zi'U i ] = 0 . A sufficient condition for the latter assumption is that
E[U=
| D, Z ] E=
[U | Z ] 0 . This is similar to the independence condition in (1) with X being
replaced by Z. In other words, U should be unrelated to D conditional on all control
variables (except the mismeasured regressor). In addition, U should be independent of
Z.
The resulting instrumental variable estimates are shown in the second row of Table B.1. 1
These instrumental variable estimates serve two purposes. First, we see that the IV
estimates are not very different from the OLS estimates in the first row (except for the
noisy estimate for 2nd grade French in Mali). This shows that measurement error seems
to have only little impact on the estimates. Second, we can use the IV estimator to
estimate the variance of the measurement error σ 2 , as we discuss below.

We also consider an alternative instrumental variables strategy that does not rely on
multiple pre-test measures, but exploits higher order moment conditions, as in Dagenais
and Dagenais (1997). (An extension of their approach is developed in Lewbel 1997.) If
one assumes that the measurement errors are symmetrically distributed and also that the
error term in the main regression is symmetrically distributed, the following regressors are
valid instrumental variables
xi2,k ,

xi ,k yi ,

yi2 ,

xi2,k yi − 2 xi ,k E[ xk y ] − yi E[ xk2 ] ,

xi ,k yi2 − xi ,k E[ y 2 ] − 2 yi E[ xk y ] ,

where the subscript k refers to the k-th regressor and the variables x and y are demeaned, i.e. x=
X i ,k − E[ X k ] and y=
Yi − E[Y ] . These instrumental variables conditions
i ,k
i
are based on higher-order moment calculations and require that the true regressors X *
themselves are not symmetrically distributed. The conditions apply to any regressor xk
that is considered to be affected by measurement error. Dagenais and Dagenais note
that xi3,k − 3 xi ,k E[ xk2 ] and yi3 − 3 yi E[ y 2 ] are also valid instruments, but only under the
1

Below, we also show the estimated bias of OLS as a fraction of the absolute value of the IV estimate, calculated as

(estimateOLS – estimateIV)/ abs(estimateIV).
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assumptions of normal measurement errors and normal regression error, which we do
not want to impose in our analysis. In their simulations, Dagenais and Dagenais further
note that the estimator using only the squared regressor xi2,k and these cubic terms as
instruments performed often better than when using the full set of instrumental variables.
In Table B.1, we therefore report only the estimates with xi2,k as instrumental variable (To
be sure, we also computed estimates with the full set of instrumental variables, and they
turned out to be very similar.) The third row shows the IV estimate when only one prescore is used in the regression (French for French and Math for Math) and instrumented
with its de-meaned square, whereas row 5 shows the IV estimates with both pre-test
scores (and both instrumented by their de-meaned square). For comparison, row 4
reproduces the OLS estimates with both pre-test scores. Comparing row 3 to row 1 and
row 5 to row 4, we find again that the OLS and IV estimates are quite similar (except for
the noisy estimate for 2nd grade French in Mali). Hence, the presence of measurement
error does not seem to invalidate our interpretation of the results.
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Table B.1: Average treatment effects with measurement error (Xset 1)
Mali 2nd

1) OLS using
only one pre-test
2) IV with the
other pre-test
Bias of OLS as
fraction of IV
3) IV using one
squared pre-test
Bias of OLS as
fraction of IV
4) OLS with
both pre-tests
5) IV with both
squared pretests
Bias of OLS as
fraction of IV

σˆ
σˆ 2
σˆ 2
2

σˆ
σˆ 2
σˆ 2
2

Mali 5th

Niger 2nd

Niger 5th

Togo 2nd

Togo 5th

French

Math

French

Math

French

Math

French

Math

French

Math

French

Math

4.63

23.21

14.32

17.97

-7.06

-10.27

-0.48

-2.18

5.38

9.79

-0.65

-4.55

10.46

25.50

13.77

17.28

-7.05

-10.15

-1.31

-2.27

4.85

8.22

1.43

-3.13

-56 %

-9 %

4%

4%

0%

-1 %

63 %

4%

11 %

19 %

-145 %

-45 %

9.03

23.10

13.87

17.96

-6.83

-10.41

-0.80

-2.11

5.36

10.49

-1.91

-5.38

-49 %

0%

3%

0%

-3 %

1%

40 %

-3 %

0%

-7 %

66 %

15 %

6.91

24.05

14.02

17.73

-8.25

-10.29

-0.11

-2.48

5.43

7.25

-0.83

-2.94

11.84

23.79

13.58

17.58

-8.37

-10.48

0.06

-1.95

4.57

6.21

-2.55

-4.12

-42 %

1%

3%

1%

1%

2%

-283 %

-27 %

19 %

17 %

67 %

29 %

(2) vs. (1)

Estimation of the measurement error in the D=0 sample (= regular teachers)
0.0105 0.0119 0.0049 0.0090 0.0159 -0.0025 0.0083 0.0075 0.0036 0.0221 0.0060 0.0089

(3) vs. (1)

0.0086 -0.0006 0.0035 0.0002 -0.0175 0.0043 -0.0561 -0.0116 0.0027 -0.6195 -0.0021 -0.0077

(5) vs. (4)

0.0048 0.0007 0.0006 0.0006 0.0755 0.0153 0.0305 0.0127 0.0172 0.0187 -0.0042 0.0046

(2) vs. (1)

Estimation of the measurement error in the D=1 sample (= contract teachers)
0.0093 0.0083 0.0113 -0.0058 0.0084 0.0116 0.0074 0.0053 0.0091 0.0207 0.0074 0.0081

(3) vs. (1)

-0.0025 -0.0242 -0.0339 -0.0011 -0.0085 -0.0058 0.0038 -0.0091 -0.0158 0.0276 -0.0147 -0.0195

0.0035 0.0092 0.0497 0.0140 -0.0238 0.0050 -0.0099 0.0216 0.0242 0.0212 -0.4208 -0.0471
(5) vs. (4)
Note: Average treatment effects in percentage points. Inference is based on the bootstrap, by resampling
classes. The dependent variable is French and Math proficiency, respectively, at the end of school
year. Estimates significant at 10% are marked in italics, significant at 5% are marked in bold. The
bias of OLS as a fraction of the IV estimate is calculated as (estimateOLS – estimateIV)/
abs(estimateIV).

Using the IV and OLS regression results, we now also attempt to estimate the size of the
measurement error. Write the regression of Yi ,1F on Yi ,0F , a constant, and the other variables
in Xset 1 in the standard notation as
Y = X*β0 + U
where X * contains the true regressors (including true ability), β0 is the true coefficient
vector, and U is an error term. As before, we estimate the entire vector β0 separately in
the D=1 and D=0 population. The observed regressors X are obtained as X * plus
measurement error where the variance matrix of the measurement errors is assumed to
be
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σ 2

0
Σε =
 

 0

0  0

0  0
.
  

0  0 

In other words, only the pre-test (which is the first regressor) is measured with error. Let
us now write Σε =
σ 2 e1e1' where e1 is a column vector of zeros with first element being one.
Moreover, let us define

ΣX =
plim

1
N

∑X X
i

i

'

and

ΣX* =
plim

i

1
N

∑X

*
i

X i* ' . Since

i

Σ X = Σ X * + Σε , the OLS estimator converges to
plimβˆOLS =(Σ X ) −1 Σ X * β 0 =(Σ X ) −1 (Σ X − σ 2 e1e1' ) β 0
This expression can be rewritten as

σ 2 Σ −X1e1e1' β 0 + plimβˆOLS − β 0 =
0.
Obviously, we do not know β 0 but if our previous instrumental variables assumptions are
correct, the IV estimates are consistent for β 0 . We therefore estimate σ 2 as the value
that sets the following condition to zero as close as possible

σ 2 Σ −X1e1e1' βˆIV + βˆOLS − βˆIV =
0
Since this equation is a vector equation with a scalar unknown, we choose σ 2 as the
minimizer of the Euclidean norm of the deviations from zero.
The estimates of σ 2 are shown in the lower panel of Table B.1, separately for the D=0
and D=1 sample. σ 2 is estimated for each of the three different IV strategies: one pretest instrumented by the other pre-test (row 2), one pre-test instrumented by its demeaned square (row 3), both pre-tests instrumented by their de-meaned squares (row 5).
The estimates of σ 2 are rather noisy and some estimates are negative. If we ignore the
negative estimates, the average σ 2 for the 2nd grade is 0.015 for the D=0 sample and
0.013 for the D=1 sample. For the 5th grade the average σ 2 is 0.007 for the D=0 sample
and 0.014 for the D=1 sample. (If we replace the negative estimates by zeros, we obtain
an average σ 2 for the 2nd grade as 0.012 for the D=0 sample and 0.009 for the D=1
sample, and for the 5th as 0.005 for the D=0 sample and 0.007 for the D=1 sample.)
Before we discuss the magnitude of these measurement errors in more detail, we
consider an alternative estimation approach, which leads to very similar, albeit slightly
larger results.
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Our alternative strategy to estimate the extent of measurement error uses variance
restrictions as an alternative to instrumental variables approaches.
For each student we observe the four test scores Yi ,1F , Yi ,0F , Yi ,1M and Yi ,0M , which we relate
to true ability as in (6)
s
Y=
ξis,t + ε is,t .
i ,t

The first four rows of Table B.2 show the standard deviations of the test scores Yi ,1F , Yi ,0F ,
Yi ,1M and Yi ,0M , which are more or less similar in size.
To identify the variance σ 2 of the measurement error, we can write the relationship
between the four true abilities ξiF,1 , ξiF,0 , ξiM,1 and ξiM,0 in the following way

ξ is,t = ξ iM,0 + (ξ iM,1 − ξ iM,0 ) ⋅ t + µ iF,0 ⋅ 1( s = F ) + t ⋅ 1( s = F ) ⋅ ( µ iF,1 − µ iF,0 ) ,

(7)

where ξiM,0 is the Math ability at baseline, and µ iF, 0 = ξ iF, 0 − ξ iM, 0 is the differential ability in
French at baseline. Here, 1( s = F ) is the indicator function which is one if subject is
French. ξ iM,1 − ξ iM, 0 is the individual learning gain in Math from the beginning to the end of
the school year and µ iF,1 − µ iF, 0 is the differential learning gain in French. We do not restrict
the distributions of ξ iM,1 , ξ iM, 0 , µ iF,1 , µ iF, 0 in any way. Clearly, model (7) is completely general
and therefore does not identify σ 2 . As a first identifying restriction, we impose that the
learning gains are identical for Math and French, which yields the relationship

ξ is,t = ξ iM,0 + (ξ iM,1 − ξ iM,0 ) ⋅ t + µ iF,0 ⋅ 1( s = F ) .

(8)

This model implies that after double differencing only pure measurement error is left, i.e.
that
Var (∆Yi F − ∆Yi M ) = 4σ 2 ,
where ∆Yi s = Yi ,1s − Yi ,0s . We can thus estimate the variance from the variance of the
differential test score gains, which are given in the fifth row of Table B.2. σˆ 2 is about
0.017 for the 2nd graders and 0.008 for the 5th graders. We note that these results are
very similar across countries, and also to the results we obtained before. (The differences
between the 2nd and 5th grade cannot be interpreted since the tests are completely
different at the different grades.)
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Table B.2: Estimates of variance of measurement error
Mali 2nd

Mali 5th

Niger 2nd

Niger 5th

Togo 2nd

Togo 5th

Standard deviations of test scores
F

Stddev( Y1 )

0.24

0.15

0.26

0.15

0.23

0.18

)

0.24

0.15

0.28

0.16

0.21

0.17

Stddev( Y )

0.21

0.19

0.18

0.12

0.26

0.20

0.25

0.21

0.26

0.16

0.23

0.18

M
1
F
0

Stddev( Y

M

Stddev( Y0 )

Model (8) with equal trend in French and Math

σˆ 2

0.018

σˆ
Var( ξi ,1 )
2

0.008

0.017

0.008

0.016

0.008

Estimates of model (9)
0.017
0.009
0.015

0.008

0.018

0.009

0.037

0.013

0.062

0.017

0.031

0.020

Var( ξi )

0.044

0.034

0.050

0.016

0.039

0.023

Var( µ )

0.006

0.002

0.014

0.003

0.018

0.004

Cov( ξi ,1 , ξi )

0.019

0.015

0.045

0.013

0.021

0.019

Cov( ξi ,1 , µ )

-0.010

-0.005

-0.028

-0.006

0.009

0.003

Cov( ξi , µ )

-0.010

-0.005

-0.022

-0.006

-0.003

0.002

a

1.256

6.426

3.579

1.678

-0.096

0.688

b

0.305

2.473

1.600

0.461

-0.324

-0.447

F
i

F
i

F
i

Noise fraction 32.9 % 28.3 %
26.8 %
41.6 %
26.8 %
25.7 %
Note: Only the results with the regular teachers are shown here (D=0).
Corresponding results for contract teachers are very similar.

Model (8) is rather strict in that it treats any differences between French and Math
individual learning gains as measurement error. We would therefore like to relax model
(8), while noting again that the completely general model (7) would not permit us to
identify σ 2 . The covariance matrix of the observed Yi ,1F , Yi ,0F , Yi ,1M and Yi ,0M contains 10
different elements, whereas the model (7) contains 10 unknown covariance elements
plus the unknown σ 2 .
As a middle ground we consider the model

ξ is,t = ξ iM,0 + (ξ iM,1 − ξ iM,0 ) ⋅ t + µ iF,0 ⋅ 1( s = F ) + t ⋅ 1( s = F ) ⋅ (a ⋅ µ iF,0 + b ⋅ (ξ iM,1 − ξ iM,0 )) ,

(9)

where a and b are unknown constants, i.e. not individual specific. For example, for a=0
and b=-0.5, the individual learning gains in French are only half the learning gains in Math.
Model (9) contains nine unknown elements (six unknown covariance elements and the
parameters a, b and σ 2 ). Model (9) implies restrictions on the covariance matrix of Yi ,1F ,
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Yi ,0F , Yi ,1M and Yi ,0M , which has 10 distinct elements, such that we can estimate all model
parameters by GMM via the sample covariance matrix of Yi ,1F , Yi ,0F , Yi ,1M and Yi ,0M . (Details
on the implementation of the estimator are available upon request.)
The estimation results are provided in the lower part of Table B.2. We note that the
estimates of σˆ 2 are very similar to those obtained from model (8), and are also similar
but slightly larger than the ones we had obtained in Table B.1. Given that all these various
different approaches to estimate σ 2 lead to very similar results, we consider the σˆ 2
obtained from model (9) as an upper bound. From these estimates we calculate the
average noise fraction at the very bottom of Table B.2 as
4σˆ 2
,
Var (Yi ,1F ) + Var (Yi ,1M ) + Var (Yi ,0F ) + Var (Yi ,0M )
which is 25-30% of the variation in the test scores (40% in Niger 5th grade).
Given the results from the upper part of Table B.1, this measurement error does not seem
to invalidate the basic findings on the treatment effect of the contract teacher status.
C

Quantile treatment effects with measurement error

In Section A we explored the impacts of measurement errors in the test scores on the
average treatment effects. We estimated the amount of measurement error and also
found that various instrumental variables estimators produced quite similar treatment
effects as the nonparametric analysis, which ignored measurement error. In any case,
the qualitative interpretation of the treatment effects between countries, subjects and
grades was stable throughout. Regarding the estimation of quantile treatment effects, one
could imagine that the effect of measurement error might be different here as it also
affects the variance (and thus the quantiles) of the test scores. Taking account of
measurement error in the estimation of the QTE is more complex, since we first have to
generate the conditional distribution of Y given X, integrate it over the distribution of X to
obtain the unconditional distribution of Y given X, and finally invert this to obtain the
unconditional quantiles. This is done separately for contract teachers and regular
teachers, before taking the difference between the two.
In principle, one could use parametric (instrumental variable) quantile regression to obtain
the conditional quantiles, invert them to obtain the conditional distributions, integrate over
X to obtain the unconditional distributions and invert again to obtain the unconditional
quantiles. One could extend this idea to localize the estimator to obtain a fully
nonparametric approach to incorporating measurement error. This in-depth analysis,
however, is beyond the scope of this paper.
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To roughly assess the consequences of measurement error in the nonparametric
estimation of QTE (as in Section 6), we limit ourselves to some Monte Carlo simulations
where we subject the nonparametric estimator to artificial data with measurement error
and compare this to the results without measurement error. To this end, we make use of
the estimate of the variance of the measurement error σˆ 2 that we obtained in Tables B.1
and B.2.

We consider a simple setup with four different data generating processes to assess the
impact of measurement error. There are 3 independent control variables: the French pretest X 1 ~ N (0.5, 0.03) , the Math pre-test X 2 ~ N (0.5, 0.03) and a dummy variable X3, which
is distributed Bernoulli(0.5). Hence both pre-tests are continuous and have variance 0.03.
This value is chosen to mimic the results of Table B.2 as discussed below.
The binary treatment variable is defined as D= 1( X 1 + X 2 + X 3 + U > a ) , where U is a
standard normal random variable and a is chosen such that the mean of D is 0.5. Hence,
X1, X2 and X3 are strong predictors of D but the variance of U is sufficiently large to ensure
common support.
The Y0, Y1 variables are generated according to one of four different data generating
processes (DGP), as given below. The parameters of the DGP have been chosen such
that the variances of Y0 and Y1 are also very close to 0.03, and such that only very few
draws have to be capped at zero or at one to be consistent with the range of our outcome
variable.
After the generation of the X, D and Y0, Y1 variables, random measurement errors are
added to X1, X2 and to Y0, Y1. These measurement errors are mutually independent,
mean-zero and normally distributed with variance 0.0125. (This variance is the average
of σˆ 2 in Table B.2.) Since the variances of X1, X2, Y0 and Y1 (before adding measurement
error) are each 0.03, their variance is 0.0425 after adding measurement error, such that
the fraction of noise is 0.0125/0.0425 = 29.4%, which corresponds to the average of the
noise fraction of Table B.2.
Finally, Y is generated as Y = Y 1 D + Y 0 (1 − D) .
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The data generating processes are:
DGP 1:

Y 0= 0.8( X 1 + X 2 )(0.2 + 0.1U 2 ) − 0.1X 3 + 0.15 + 0.115U
1
Y=
0.5( X 1 + X 2 ) + 0.1X 3 − 0.1 + 0.11U

DGP 2:

0
Y=
0.6( X 1 + X 2 ) − 0.1X 3 + 0.08U
1
Y=
0.6( X 1 + X 2 ) − 0.1X 3 − 0.1 + 0.08U

DGP 3:

Y 0= 0.8( X 1 + X 2 )(0.2 + 0.1U 2 ) − 0.1X 3 + 0.15 + 0.115U
Y 1 =0.8 − 0.125( X 1 + X 2 ) 4 + 0.1X 3 + 0.06U
0
Y=
0.5( X 1 + X 2 ) + 0.1X 3 − 0.1 + 0.11U

DGP 4

Y 1 =0.8 − 0.125( X 1 + X 2 ) 4 + 0.1X 3 + 0.06U
where U is a standard normal random variable.
The resulting distributions for Y0 (solid line) and Y1 (dashed line) are shown in Figure C.1
for the different DGP.
With this artificial data, the same nonparametric estimation process as in Section 6.1 is
applied (with and without measurement error) and repeated 1000 times. (Sample size is
1000.) As a first finding, we note that, not surprisingly, the variance of the nonparametric
estimates increases with measurement error. With respect to bias, Table C.1 presents
the average estimates over these 1000 replications. The results are most clear-cut for the
DGP 2, where the treatment effect is constant at all quantiles. Here we observe that
measurement error leads to attenuation bias at all quantiles: The true effects are
underestimated (in absolute value) by about 20%. For the other DGP with variable
treatment effects, the results are more complex. In most cases, we observe an
attenuation effect at the quantiles 0.3 to 0.7. In the tails of the distribution (τ=0.1 and
τ=0.9), however, the estimated QTE tend to be larger when measurement error is present.
In any case, the differences are not very large, though. All in all, the results of our Monte
Carlo simulation therefore do not give rise to concern with respect to the interpretation of
our quantile treatment effects in the previous subsection.
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Figure C.1: Artificial proficiency distributions with measurement error

Table C.1: Quantile treatment effects (in percentage points) with / without
measurement error
DGP 1
DGP 2
DGP 3
DGP 4
no
with
no
with
no
with
no
with
true
true
true
true
error error
error error
error error
error error
ATE local logit
11.2 11.3
12.4 -10.0 -10.2 -8.2
34.2
33.8
33.3
23.0
22.6
22.5
ATE local linear
11.2
12.3
-9.9
-8.1
33.5
33.1
22.3
22.3
6.0
5.8
9.0
-10.0 -10.3 -8.3
28.8
26.3
28.3
22.8
21.1
21.2
QTE τ=0.1
9.7
9.4
11.3 -10.0 -10.0 -8.2
35.7
34.2
33.7
26.0
25.0
24.1
QTE τ=0.2
QTE τ=0.3
11.9 11.8
12.8 -10.0 -9.9
-8.1
38.7
38.0
36.2
26.8
26.1
24.9
13.5 13.4
13.9 -10.0 -9.8
-8.1
40.2
39.9
37.6
26.7
26.3
25.1
QTE τ=0.4
15.0 14.8
14.8 -10.0 -9.8
-8.1
41.1
40.8
38.3
26.1
25.8
24.9
QTE τ=0.5
QTE τ=0.6
16.2 16.0
15.5 -10.0 -9.8
-8.1
41.3
41.1
38.5
25.2
24.9
24.5
16.7 16.7
15.8 -10.0 -9.9
-8.2
40.6
40.6
38.1
23.9
23.7
23.8
QTE τ=0.7
15.7 16.0
15.4 -10.0 -10.0 -8.3
37.8
38.0
36.7
22.2
22.0
22.8
QTE τ=0.8
QTE τ=0.9
11.1 11.5
12.7 -10.0 -10.3 -8.5
30.3
30.5
32.2
19.4
19.5
21.1
Note: For each DGP, the first column shows the true ATE and QTE. The column ‘no error’ shows the effects
estimated by the nonparametric estimator when the DGP is not contaminated with measurement
error. (The average estimates over 1000 replications are shown, sample size 1000.) The column
‘with error’ shows the estimates of the nonparametric estimator when the DGP is contaminated with
measurement error.
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